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Newsletter #226

A Call to Resist Illegitimate Authority

May, 1990

U.S. Still at War
Against the World
(The Third World Abroad and the Third World at Home)
NOAM CHOMSKY
This article is excerpted from a talk
Noam Chomsky recently delivered at
the Massachusetts Institute of Technology entitled "The 1990s, What Lies
Ahead for Central America?" The talk
was sponsored by the Central America
Solidarity Association (CASA), in
Cambridge, MA.

There

are two ways I could approach tonight's topic. I could try to
give my own best guess as to what's likely to take place in Central American
countries in the coming period, and
they differ in various ways, with their
own internal character and problems,
or, an alternative would be to try to
sketch out the basic factors that are going to continue to determine how these
developments take place.
Now, these two approaches have very
different focuses. The focus of the first
is on Central America; the focus of the
second is on the United States, and on
the international and domestic context
in which U.S. power is exercised. If,
say, the New York Times magazine was
going to devote an article to the topic,
''What lies ahead for Central

America?" they would, of course, Space for Truth and Hope
choose the first approach, as they have
A few months ago a Guatemalan
always done in the past with any such journalist, and former Harvard Neiarticles. And then the author can muse man Fellow, Julio Godoy, returned to
sadly about the tragic "self- Guatemala for a brief visit. He had fled
destruction" of Central America - I'm a year earlier, after his newspaper, La
quoting Kennedy advisor Theodore Epoca, had been blown up by terrorists
Sorenson in theNew York Times-and from the state security forces. That
can trace it to their cultural heritage event aroused no interest here whatsofrom the Spanish, or bad genes, or ever. It was not reported, though it was
something else. That approach is a valu- well-known. At the time, the media here
able one. It serves the basic need of any were very much exercised over freedom
well-conceived propaganda system, of the press; the U.S. -funded journal in
namely to turn attention elsewhere and Nicaragua, La Prensa, had been forced
to protect power from scrutiny.
to miss a couple of issues due to a shortWell, as you can guess, I'm going to age of newsprint, and that led to an
take the second approach. To the extent absolute torrent of outrage and abuse in
that we can come to understand our the Washington Post, and elsewhere,
own society, and what directs its inter- about Sandanista totalitarianism, so
national behavior, we can assess the naturally they could not be expected to
prospects for the regions that lie within notice that U.S.-funded security forces
the reach of U.S. power, which is, of had silenced the one, tiny independent
course, vast, and in the case of Central voice that had tried a few weeks earlier
America, overwhelming and decisive. to open up in Guatemala.
Twenty years ago, if you wanted to have
That is just an illustration of the
a serious discussion about the prospects total, complete contempt for freedom
for Eastern Europe, you would have of the press· in the U.S. media, unless a
focused attention on the reigning super- display of libertarian passion can serve
power, the Soviet Union. Today, for some function, like job enhancement,
precisely the same reasons, if you want or simply serving the state. Now
to have a serious discussion about what Godoy, when he returned to the U.S.,
lies ahead for Central America, you will contrasted the situation in Central
focus on the reigning superpower, the America with the situation in Eastern
United States.

continued on page two
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Resist welcomes letters from readers, and
well as responses to letters from readers. Our
recent issue (#224) on Jewish feminists in the
U.S. organizing against the Israeli occupation of the West Bank and Gaza, provoked a
slew of letters, most of them thanking us for
the article, or asking for copies, and a few
critical of our coverage. It should be noted
that the Resist newsletter attempts to challenge readers to discuss and debate issues
within our movements for social change. We
hope the it can function as a forum to flesh
out controversies, strategies and theories
that we have noticed emerging among the
organizations Resist funds, but the articles
do not necessarily reflect the views of all
members of the board.
Dear Resist,
I can no longer support your anti-Israel
propaganda. With this letter I am cancelling
my pledge, my support, and any association
I might have with your organization. As a
Jew, I have to ask myself how I have allowed
this to go on without responding.
I have never seen from Resist one word of
criticism or analysis of the gross violations of
human rights (ethnic murders, torture, no
due process, not a trace of democracy) in
Syria, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Iraq, etc. Possibly
you have had one article about women's
rights in Iran or something, but I don't specifically recall it. Ninety percent of the socalled Middle East lives in the barbaric dark
ages, as far as human rights are concerned.
You don't notice that. One country in the
Middle East, beleaguered by all these others,
uniquely concerns itself with human rights,
albeit there are serious problems. This country, Israel, uniquely, you attack again and
again for its human rights violations. This is
not just a lack of balance. This is out-andout prejudice. The oldest prejudice in the
world: prejudice against Jews. And I, to my
shame, have been supporting it.
One of your propaganda ploys is to find
"good Jews" who say that the "other Jews"
are wrong. (The parallel, on the religious
level, is" Jews for Jesus.") That way you can
say, "See, we're not against Jews. We have
Jews and Israelis who agree with us." Again,
I ask you, when are you going to devote
whole issues of your newsletter to the grossest violations of human rights in the socalled Arab world? How would any of you
women, lesbian activists, etc., like to live in
Iran, Iraq, Morocco, Algeria, Jordan,
Syria, Saudi Arabia? You would literally
loose your life! In Israel, only, you could be
yourself, express your opinions, behave as
you choose. But it is Israel, only Israel, you
seek to destroy. Or perhaps you would say,
you want to "save" Israel, "fix" Israel,
whatever euphemism you choose.
In your latest anti-Israel newsletter, for
example, you quote some woman named
Eleanor: "I feel it is very important to oppose Zionism. Zionism is about religion and
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nationalism. Why can't leftists step over the
line that prevents them from confronting the
true nature of the Israeli government?'' Why
is it "important to oppose Zionism," but
not important to oppose Moslem Fundamentalism or Christian Fundamentalism?
Why is it important to oppose the ''religion''
of Jews, but not the religion of any other
people? Why is it important to oppose
''nationalism'' in Israel, but not the nationalism of any other nation? When did the
"leftists prevent themselves from confronting the Israeli government?'' That has been
the persistent, unvarying agenda of the left
for more than a decade! Sometimes it seems
that the only international agenda the left
has is to bash Israel. But Eleanor feels we
have yet to get started. What a farce and
what a sickness! She even practices reverse
prejudice in saying" Jews are supposed to be
smarter and more moral than other people.''
What the hell is she talking about?
If you have a shred of integrity, publish
this letter - allow a voice of opposition into
your Stalinist truths. If not, I do not want to
hear from Resist again as long as I live.
Sincerely,
Michael R. Marantz
New York, NY
Dear Friends,
It was very helpful to read your recent
newsletter on Jewish feminists working for
peace in the Middle East. Thanks for all the
work that went into producing it.
Cindy Cohen
Cambridge, MA

Europe (and that's a natural comparison - it takes real intellectual discipline
for the educated classes to miss the
point), and he makes some pertinent
observations.
One observation he makes is that
East Europeans are ''luckier than Central Americans," because "while the
Moscow-imposed government in
Prague would degrade and humiliate
reformers, the Washington-made government in Guatemala would kill them.
It still does, in a virtual genocide that
has taken more than 150,000 victims,
[in what Amnesty International calls] 'a
government program of political
murder.' " That, he says, "is the main
explanation for the fearless character of
the students' recent uprisings in Prague:
the Czechoslovak army doesn't shoot to
kill .... In Guatemala, not to mention El
Salvador, random terror is used to keep
unions and peasant and student associations from seeking their own way.'' The
press conforms or disappears, as in the
case of La Epoca.
There is an important difference,
Godoy says, ''in the nature of the
armies and of their foreign tutors."
Eastern European armies are "apolitical and obedient to their national
government." In the U.S. domains, the
continued on page three

Dear Friends at Resist,
The current issue (#224) is excellent.
Would it be possible for you to send me ten
copies which I would like to distribute to
people here who are not acquainted with
Resist? Your work is greatly appreciated.
Sincerely,
Henrietta Levine
Rochester, NY

ILLEGITIMATE AUTHORITY
Dear Resist,
Just writing to tell you how much I liked
your great article on the U.S. prison system
(#222). We really need to take care of our
own backyard, before we can judge the rest
of the world's prison systems. Ours is far
more insidious, and very secretive about
what really goes on inside the walls. Leonard
Peltier and the other Native American activist prisoners woke me up to just how bad
they treat prisoners in the U.S. who try to
change the prison system. And we should
never forget the Attica uprising. Keep up the
articles on the U.S. prison system. Peace and
love,
David Cutler
Cambridge, MA
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"army is the power," and their foreign
tutors have been training them to use it
for many years. One is tempted to
believe, he says, '.'that some people in
the White House worship Aztec gods with the offering of Central American
blood." And he quotes a Western European diplomat: "As long as the Americans don't change their attitude toward
the region, there's no space here for the
truth or for hope." That's the crucial
point. If we remember that, we know
exactly what we should understand and
what we should do.
Another journalist, John SaxeFernandez, writing in the mainstream
journal Excelsior in Mexico, describes
the deterioration of U.S. relations with
Latin America during the 1980s. He
writes that what is most striking ''is the
contrast between Soviet foreign policy
in socialist Europe, and U.S. policy in
the Western hemisphere .... In Europe,
the USSR and Gorbachev are associated with the struggle for freedom of
travel, political rights, and respect for
public opinion. In the Americas, the
U.S. and Bush are associated with indiscriminate bombings of civilians; the
organization, training and financing of
death squads; and programs of mass
murder such as that carried out against
six Jesuit intellectuals .... It is unfortunate that the U.S. Congress has approved the equivalent of 4.5 million
dollars a day to prop up a government
like Cristiani's. But Washington's
policy towards El Salvador is consistent
with its practice, under various rationalizations and pretexts, in the rest of the
region.''
In fact, it's been U.S. policy, open
and public policy dating back to the
1950s, to take control of the security
forces in Latin American countries and
use them to enforce the preferred U.S.
model for those regions. And it's no
secret what that model is. The model is
agro-export under control of U.S. corporations, cheap labor for assembly
plants, and so on, in a climate conducive to private investment, and in the
case of foreign investment, a climate
that will ensure adequate repatriation
on returns of invested capital. No nationalist regimes (the term used to
describe the main threat to American
foreign-policy, in top-level documents)
that are responsive to pressures from
the population for improvement in low
living standards, or for production to
meet domestic needs, can be tolerated,
as is made explicit, over and over again,
in these terms.
#226

As for the Latin American military,
the documentary record is completely
frank about its role. U.S. AID, which
trained the security and police forces in
several Latin American countries, described these forces as "one of the major means by which the government
assures itself of acceptance by the majority," and is able to abort dissident
activities before "major surgery" is
needed. But, when major surgery is
needed, you turn to the military. Since
the early 1950s, U.S. policy documents
describe efforts to take control of the
Latin America military, which has been
termed "the least anti-American of any
political group" in Latin America. It
must be imbued with ''the understanding of, and orientation toward, U.S.
objectives." Once they've gotten that
into their heads, they can play their
assigned role in overthrowing civilian
governments, if "in the judgement of
the military,'' these governments are
not pursuing ''the welfare of the
nation."
We'll Call it Democracy

One obvious consequence of all of
this is a complete rejection of the right
to exist of any popular organizations
that might threaten the two legitimate
sources of power in Latin America the United States and the local oligarchies and business communities that are
subordinate to U.S. power. As long as
they 're in charge, the playing field is
level, and if they're willing to run elections now and then, we'll call it democracy. If anyone else has a chance to
participate, like the great mass of the
population, .we've got to call out the
death squads or one of the other techniques to level the playing field.
This basic conception of "democracy" underlies U.S. policy worldwide
(and that includes here at home, a long
and interesting topic in itself). In Latin
America, you don't need any subtle
means to achieve these ends. You can
use torture and mutilation and mass
slaughter when you need to; or, if the
local military can't do the job, direct invasion, as in the Dominican Republic in
1965. These are the basic factors that
determine what happens in Central
America, and there isn't the slightest
reason to think that many of them are
changing.
Right now, the West is eagerly looking forward to the Latin Americanization of Eastern Europe, and there is a
serious conflict over who is going to win
the race for robbery and exploitation. Is
Resist Newsletter

it going to be German-led Western
Europe, which is now ahead, or Japan,
which is waiting in the wings to see how
good the profits look, or the United
States, which is trying to get into the act
as well?
In many ways, Eastern Europe is
more attractive to investors than Latin
America. One reason for this is that the
population of Eastern Europe is white
and blue-eyed, therefore easier to deal
with for investors who come from deeply racist societies such as Western
Europe and the United States. More significantly, the population of Eastern
Europe has much higher health and
educational standards than Latin
America, which is a total disaster area,
except for isolated sectors of wealth and
privilege. The only exception is Cuba,
which does approach Western standards in these respects, but not for long.
It's now the next target for the victory
of freedom, which will bring it down to
the level of the rest of Latin America.
So, all of this makes Eastern Europe
considerably more attractive as a work
force, as a source of a brain-drain, and
other standard Third World amenities.
Brazil, A Rich Country

Now there's a reason for this disparity between Eastern Europe and Latin
America, and the reason is not domestic
wealth. One reason, which I've already
mentioned, is the level of state terror,
which is vastly different in the two
regions. The second difference is economic policy. In the mid-1970s, according to U.S. intelligence, the Soviet
Union poured about 80 billion dollars
into Eastern Europe. The relation between the U.S. and Latin America is
quite different. From 1982 to 1987,
Latin America transferred about 150
billion dollars to the West, and another
100 billion in capital flight. This doesn't
take into account other things like reinvested profits. What are called hidden
transactions are estimated at perhaps
700 billion dollars - that includes drug
money - flowing into the West.
The effects in Central America have
been particularly awful, but the same is
true throughout the region. For example, a headline in the Mexican press
reads, ''Pollution kills 100,000 children
in Mexico City each year." The pollution level in Mexico City is 20 times as
high as New York, and about 100 times
as high as Tokyo or Toronto. The main
reason, a commission reporting to the
Mexican government concludes, is that
continued on page four
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Pemex, an American chemical company, "does not purify its fuels of two
lethal substances prohibited in the rest
of the world, lead and sulfer.'' So that
takes care of 100,000 children every
year.
Or take Brazil, a very rich country,
which ought to be one of the richest
countries in the world. For about a
quarter of the population, it is, but the
other three-quarters eat less in calories
than Iranians, Mexicans, or Paraguayans. Still quoting the Mexican press, a
headline reads, "Brazilian schools
worse than Ethiopia's." This is from a
World Bank report on the Brazilian
educational system, which reports that
the "drop-out rate for primary school
education is over 800Jo, illiteracy is
growing, and school budgets are falling. The Brazilian government spends
350Jo of the education budget on school
meals because most of the students in
public schools belong to families so
poor that they either eat at school or
they simply do not eat."
According to South magazine (that's
what you read if you have some plans
for investing in one of these countries),
Brazil is an absolute "cornucopia," extremely rich, but the problem is that it's
''inhabited by a population enduring
social conditions among the worst in the
world." Brazil has a higher infant mortality rate than Sri Lanka; a third of the
population lives below the poverty line;
''seven million abandoned children
beg, steal, and sniff glue on the streets.
For scores of millions, home is a shack
in a slum, a room in the inner city, or increasingly, a patch of ground under a
bridge,'' while Brazil has probably the
highest concentration of income in the
world. That's Brazil, a rich country.
In Central America, the number of
people murdered outright, by U.S.backed security forces, is about 200,000
in the last decade. It's interesting to
watch the reaction to all this in the U.S.
press, where it's called an inspiration
for the triumph of democracy and freedom throughout the world. It's led to
absolute euphoria among educated
circles here. So, for example, in the
Boston Globe, you can read Tom Wolfe
tell us that the 1980s were "one of the
great golden moments that humanity
has ever experienced." We're "dizzy
with success," as Stalin used to say.
In fact, there are two conflicting currents of American opinion. They are
vastly different in power, but they are
both there. One of them is elite circles,
which are dizzy with success, and they
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want to proceed as they have always
done. To the extent they succeed, the
prospects for Central America are quite
obvious - first, misery and death; second, rule by U.S. proxies, that is, the
business classes, the oligarchy and the
military; and third, destruction of what
remains of the natural environment.
That's one current. The other current is
that of the dissident sectors, the solidarity movements. Whatever prospects
there are for a decent future lie in their
hands, in whatever changes they can
bring about in the way the U.S. deals
with its subject populations. It looks
like a pretty unequal struggle, but it is,
in fact, the only hope - and not only
for Central America.
Vulgar Versions of the Cold War

The conventional framework that
has been constructed to prevent us from
seeing any of these things is this:
There's been a Cold War since World
War II, and now, thankfully, it has ended with a complete U.S. victory - the
United States being the inspiration for
peace and democracy. According to the
conventional understanding, the Cold
War has been a conflict between two
superpowers, and there are several versions to this. The orthodox, and dominant, version says that the cause of the
Cold War is Soviet agressiveness, and
therefore, the major themes of the post-

that the Soviet threat was exaggerated,
misunderstood, an error, and that has
tainted our noble intentions. The Cold
War was really an "imaginary war" that's the position of parts of the European Left. There's also a sharper critique that says that the superpower confrontation was the result of the interaction of the two superpowers, with the
U.S. playing a role. The contrast is not
simply that of the "nightmare" versus
the "defender of freedom," but it's a
little more mixed, and, contrary to the
cherished beliefs of Pat Robertson, the
American Legion and educated American left liberal opinion, the United
States is not just the "defender of
freedom'' in say, El Salvador, Guatemala and a couple of other places one
can think of. Well, without giving a
history of the Cold War, I think that all
of these perspectives are misleadingly
formulated, and one cannot understand
the past and evaluate what is coming
unless some correction is introduced.
For years I've been trying to make
what seems to me to be a very simple
point - if you want to understand what
the Cold War has been, you should look
at the events of the Cold War. If you
follow this exotic notion, a different
picture emerges. On the Soviet side, the
events of the Cold War have been
repeated interventions in Eastern
Europe: tanks in East Berlin, the inva-

On the Soviet side, the Cold War was a war against its
satellites, and on the U.S. side, it was a war against
most of the Third World, and it's a much more vicious
war. It was not an imaginary war. It was very real.
war world are containment and deterrence. We've tried to contain and deter
the Soviet Union and protect the world
from its aggressiveness.
The most vulgar form of this -version
is that there are two forces in the world
- on the one side "a nightmare," and
on the other, ''the def ender of
freedom." That's the version preferred
by the John Birch society, or fundamentalist preachers, or American liberal intellectuals, who reacted with
absolute joy and rapture when these
sentiments were expressed, in the very
words I quoted, by Czech President
Vaclav Havel before Congress, which
also just collapsed in amazement and
wonder at these novel and astonishing
sentiments.
There's a critique of this that says
Resist Newsletter

sion of Hungary, the invasion of Czechoslovakia, pressures on Poland, and so
on. Also the invasion of Afghanistan,
which is the one case of the use of Soviet
force outside the classic invasion route.
By that I mean, the invasion route from
the West against the Soviet Union everything else has been in the classic
route by which the West has attacked
the Soviet Union three times, practically destroying it, in this century. That's
on their side.
On our side, the events of the Cold
War have been subversion, international terrorism, aggression - too
many cases to mention - all over the
world. Since we are a global power, we
don't just intervene along our borders;
we intervene everywhere. That's the
way global power behaves, and the U.S.
May, 1990

came out of WWII as the first truly
global power in history.
On the Soviet side, the Cold War was
a war against its satellites, and on the
U.S. side, it was a war against most of
the Third World, and it's a much more
vicious war. It was not an imaginary
war. It was very real.
The Cold War had a domestic side,
too. On the Soviet side, it entrenched a
certain system of domestic power - a
military-bureaucratic elite. On the U.S.
side, it provided us with our major
system of state industrial management,
the technique for compelling the public
to pay the cost of high technology industry through a massive public subsidy
and a state-guaranteed market for
waste production (class weapons systems with futuristic electronics, and so
on, what's called "free-enterprise" in
after-dinner speeches). The actual
events of the Cold War, both domestically and internationally, required a
lot of population control, because the
population, on both sides, is opposed to
all of these measures. Population control requires fear, fear of a great enemy.
Of course, the Cold War filled that
function, too. Each side had a hated,
evil empire to point to with some credibility and use to mobilize its own
population.
The superpower conflict was also real
enough and there were reasons for it.
One reason was that the Soviet Union
had closed off a region of the world and
separated it out of the Third World. The
U.S., as a global power, expected that
after WWII the whole world would play
its proper role in the global system it
was planning. Eastern Europe was supposed to revert to a quasi-colonial
region, to be exploited for the benefit of
the West, where the industrial system
was reconstructed, but in a particular
way; with labor paying the cost of
reconstruction, the anti-fascist resistance destroyed, and the old, conservative elites (including Nazi and fascist
collaborators) reinstated in power. The
Soviet Union, with the Iron Curtain,
was preventing Eastern Europe from
playing the intended role as a source of
raw materials, cheap labor, markets,
and so on. So, in that sense, the Cold
War has ended, with a victory for the
West, as Eastern Europe moves toward
its role as a kind of Brazil or Mexico, or
so it is hoped.
U.S. War Against the Third World

The Soviet Union has repeatedly
stood in the way of U.S. intervention in
#226

The domestic Third World and the Third World abroad join forces to oppose U.S. policy at a
1988 Mother's Day March in the Roxbury neighborhood of Boston. Maria Teresa Tula of the
Comadres participates with Boston mothers whose children have been killed by police or drugrelated violence.
Photo: Kelley Ready

two ways. For one thing, it has given a
degree of support and sustenance to
groups or states the U.S. was trying to
overthrow with violence and terror that's what's known as "Soviet aggression.'' It has also posed the threat that
U.S. intervention in the Third World
might explode into a nuclear war, and
that's a deterrent against intervention.
If you read the strategic analysts, they
now tacitly concede that the story about
the U.S. "containing" and "deterring"
the Soviet Union, the story that is told
in about 100% of the scholarly literature and media, was largely a fairy tale
to begin with. In fact, the Soviet Union
was deterring and containing us in the
ways just indicated. Now that deterrence has been removed, and we are
freer to use force and violence and subversion in the world.
If you look at the Cold War in terms
of the events that constituted it, then the
Cold War hasn't ended.at all. One side
of it has called the game off, at least
temporarily, but the other side is proceeding as before - with some of the
constraints removed, though there are
others that act in the opposite direction,
such as the relative decline of U.S.
power. That means that the U.S. half of
the Cold War, the war against the Third
World, is going to continue. There's no
reason to expect it to be called off.
Now there are going to be some problems with this. One problem is that the
technique of controlling the domestic
population is going to have to shift.
We've already seen that in Panama - a
new technique of population control
Resist Newsletter

was required for post-Cold War intervention. Domestically, the drug war is
one of the major devices of population
control. It has little to do with drugs,
but a lot to do with frightening people,
increasing repression in the domestic
Third World, and terrorizing the rest of
the population so they will support intervention, and the police, and so on.
This is not going to work very long. The
Third World is going to have to be
recognized as the actual enemy, as it
always has been, as the pretexts for
fighting the war against it gradually
erode.
This new phase of the Cold War takes
a lot of different forms, If you leave the
borders you can find people talking
about them. Luis Inacio da Silva
"Lula", for example, the Brazilian
union leader who would probably have
won the recent election, had it not been
for the usual ''level playing field,'' says
that "the third world war has already
started." It's "a silent war, but not for
that reason, any less sinister. This war is
tearing down Brazil, Latin America,
and practically all of the Third World.
Instead of soldiers dying, there are children. Instead of millions of wounded,
there are millions of unemployed. Instead of the destruction of bridges,
there's the tearing down of factories,
schools and entire economies .... It's a
war over the foreign debt, one which
has as its main weapon interest, a weapon more deadly than the atom bomb.''
That's rather accurate. The debt is being used as a weapon to discipline Latin
continued on page six
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America, with military force held in
abeyance. The debt threat is real, and
it's a death threat.
Nevertheless you have to keep the
sword at the throat of the victims. The
reason for this it that "our little brown
brothers,'' as they used to be called, are
unpredictable and you never know
when they're going to get out of control.
This was recognized in the Bush administration's new national security
strategy, which was presented in a
report to Congress a few weeks ago. It
''warns of political turbulence ahead
and cautions against moving away from
the U.S. role of world peacekeeper,"
AP reported. It warns further "that
future conflicts are more likely to break
out in the Third World," which a senior
White House official called "a much
more unstable place'' than Europe. The
Bush administration report states that
"in a new era, we foresee that our military power will remain an essential
underpinning of the global balance ....
The growing technological sophistication of Third World conflicts will place
serious demands on our forces .... In a
new era, some Third World conflicts
may no longer take place against the
backdrop of superpower competition.
Yet many will continue to threaten U.S.
interests.... [We now have to] move
beyond containment, to seek the integration of the Soviet Union into the
international system as a constructive
partner .... [Central America] remains a
disruptive factor in the U .S./Soviet
relationship. We hold the Soviet Union
accountable for the behavior of its
clients in Cuba and Nicaragua.''
In other words, the· Soviet Union is
still not completely letting us have our
own way in Central America and the
Caribbean, so they still are not serious
constructive partners in the world enterprise. And they won't be unless they
cooperate with us in what liberals call
the "defense of freedom."
Well, this national military strategy
teaches us a few lessons. Lesson one, in
case anybody was confused about the
matter, is that there isn't going to be any
peace dividend, because we've got even
bigger problems to face. Lesson two,
since the Third World is reaching such
heights of technological sophistication,
we're going to need an even more high
tech military. Things like stealth bombers to bomb empty fields in Panama, or
an SDI to block Iraqi missiles. The third
point is that we're running out of
pretexts for subversion and intervenPage Six

tion and aggression - defense against
the Stalinist hordes doesn't sell
anymore - so we've got to recognize
that the enemy is the Third World itself,
exactly as it has always been.
Diplomatic Fakery

Alongside discipline by war and discipline by economic strangulation,
there's another method that is very
much favored by the Democratic doves,
and that is diplomatic fakery. The Nicaraguan elections are a case in point. Let
me go this time to the Costa Rican journal Mesoamerica for a reaction, from
Tony Avirgan: "The Sandinistas fell
for a scam perpetrated by Costa Rican
president Oscar Arias and the other
Central American Presidents - it cost
them the 25 February elections." Referring to the peace plan of August, 1987,
he says, "for Nicaragua, it was a good
deal - move national elections forward
by a few months, and allow international observation in exchange for having the Contras demobilized and the
war brought to an end .... The Nicar-aguan government. did what it was required to do under the peace plan,'' but
no one else did a thing. That was the
scam.
In fact, Arias, the White House,
Congress and the Central American
Presidents never had the slightest intention of implementing any aspect of the
plan. The U.S. immediately virtually
tripled CIA supply flights to the Contras. Pressure was placed on the the
Central American Presidents to limit
the plan solely to Nicaragua so that they
didn't have to observe any of its conditions, which of course, the U.S. never
would. Within a couple of months the
peace plan was totally dead. So, going
on with Avirgan's description, "the
deal had been broken .... Violeta Chamorro promised to end the war. Her
relationship with the contras and the
U.S. made that feasible .... War weary
Nicaraguans voted for peace.''
The media and Congressional doves
played their assigned role througout, as
in other cases of diplomatic fakery, in
Indochina in 1973 and the Middle East
today. Let me mention another reaction
to the Nicaraguan election, this time
from La Jornada in Mexico: '' After ten
years, Washington examines with satisfaction the balance of an investment
made with fire and blood ... , an undeclared war of aggression. The elections
were certainly cleanly prepared and
conducted, but a decade of horror was
behind them."
Then there's the
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Central American Report in Guatemala: "The UNO victory marks the
consummation of the U.S. government's military, economic and political
efforts to overthrow the Sandinistas."
Then, under the heading, 'The Winners,' it says, "U.S. President George
Bush emerged as a clear victor in the
Nicaraguan elections .... Bush's continuation of the two-pronged Reagan
policy of economic strangulation and
military aggression finally reaped tangible results. Following the elections,
Ortega said the outcome was not in
retrospect surprising since the voters
went to the polls 'with a pistol pointed
at their head,' " which the journal
doesn't comment on, taking it to be obvious.
The report concludes: "While many
observers today are remarking that
never before has a leftist revolutionary
regime handed over power in elections,
the opposite is also true. Never has a
popular elected leftist government in
Latin America been allowed to undertake its reforms without being cut short
by a coup, an invasion, or an assassination.'' Or, we might add, subversion,
terror or economic strangulation.
Readers in Guatemala or elsewhere in
Latin Ameica don't need any further
reminders of what all this means. These
are truisms. The picture, right and left
basically, is that the winner of the elections is George Bush, and the Democrat/Republican coalition that waged
ten years of economic and military
agression, leaving a hungry and distraught people, who voted for relief
from terror and starvation, with a gun
to their heads.
The Story Back Home: United in Joy

One would have to search far in the
U.S. for any thoughts like these, let
alone a discussion of what they might
imply. Even the fact that Nicaragua had
a popular elected government since the
1984 election is inexpressible in the U.S.
propaganda system.
The New York Times had an article
by Elaine Sciolino covering the U.S.
reaction to the elections. It was quite interesting. The headline was "Americans United in Joy, But Divided Over
Policy.'' The divisions over policy turn
out to be who gets credit for the joyous
outcome, so we're left with '' Americans
United in Joy" - a little different from
the reaction south of the border.
Phrases like "united in joy" are not
totally unknown in the press; you might
continued on page seven
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be able to find them in the Albanian
press, or the North Korean press;
"United in Joy, We Do This or That."
It's kind of intriguing that American
liberals are eager to depict themselves as
dedicated totalitarians, marching
united in joy, to the command of their
leaders, and are very proud of that fact.
The article proceeds with an analysis
of the "left" and "right," who are
divided over this issue. It gives eleven
paragraphs to the right and then five
paragraphs to the left. On the right are
the people you would expect: Jeane
Kirkpatrick, Eliott Abrams, Ollie
North, Ronald Reagan - they're all
just united in joy. Then, "on the other
side," (we're on the left now) Sciolino
writes that Lawrence Pezzullo, Carter's
ambassador to Nicaragua, describes the
results as "fantastic," a great victory.
Let's have a quick look at Pezzullo's
left-wing credentials, which Sciolino
doesn't provide. He was appointed ambassador in early 1979, at the point
when Carter's support for the Somoza
dictatorship was becoming problematic
because it began to look as though it
wasn't going to be so easy to keep him in
power. Pezzullo's job was to follow the
prescriptions of Carter administration
doves, who wanted to make sure that if
we had to get rid of Somoza, we would
keep the National Guard in power and
keep the Sandinistas out.
We're now up to June, 1979. The National Guard was carrying out massive
atrocities, literally killing tens of
thousands of people. Pezzullo recommended that the bloodbath continue.
He sent a cable to the White House saying it would be improper, counter-productive, to tell the Guard to call off the
bombing, because that might interfere
with the policy of maintaining the
Guard in power and keeping the Sandinistas out.
A few days before the end, the U.S.
went to the Organization of American
States (OAS), where Saul Linowitz
(another "left-winger" quoted in the
NYT article) was the ambassador.
Linowitz tried to convince them to at
least keep the National Guard, which
had just murdered 40,000 people, but
the OAS (ultra-left by U.S. standards)
rejected it flat out. Somoza was finally
sent packing, off to Miami, with what
was left of the national treasury. The
U.S. couldn't keep the Guard in power.
The next task was to reconstitute the•
National Guard on the borders. The
Carter administration used planes with
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Red Cross markings to fly Guard commanders out of the country. Under
Carter, the U.S. didn't support the
reconstituted National Guard directly;
it preferred to use Argentina "as a
proxy," as noted by Brian Jenkins, terrorism specialist for the Rand Corporation. Argentina was at that time under
the rule of the neo-Nazi generals, who
apparently took a little time off from
torturing and murdering their own
population to help the Carter administration set up the Guard on the
border. That was the Carter administration and Pezzullo.
So that's the left and the right. Sciolino also observes that "Sandinista supporters expressed sadness," saying the
election results were a reaction to economic distress and war; that is, lining
up with Latin American opinion. Well,
logically, if all Americans were United
in Joy, but pro-Sandinista people were
saddened, it follows that these odd
creatures are not Americans, or possibly not people.
So, to summarize, Americans from
the left (who supported the National
Guard and called for them to maintain
the massacre right up to the end) to the
right, were all United in Joy. Some nonAmericans, or maybe non-humans,
lined up with Latin American opinion
and seemed saddened by the results.
That's the picture.
The fact of the matter, of course, is
that it was obvious in advance that the
U.S. was never going to tolerate a free
and fair election. It was very clear that
the embargo and the Contra War were
going to continue unless people voted
for the enforcer. This was made official
in early November, when the White
House announced that the embargo
would stay on, meaning death, unless
you vote for our candidate. You have to
be some kind of Nazi or unreconstructed Stalinist to regard anything like
that as a free and fair election. If these
things were ever done by our enemies ...
I leave it to your imagination.
I have found only one mainstream
commentator in the U.S. press who has
been able to make the obvious points:
that is Randolph Ryan of the Boston
Globe. If you look around I'm sure
you'd find a few others, but it has been
nearly 1000/o agreement with no deviation. This has been true of the coverage
throughout the last ten years, and it was
true again.
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What Lies Ahead
As far as Nicaragua is concerned, the
U.S. has a couple of major goals. The
first goal is to gain control of the army
and police - that's always been the
standard doctrine, otherwise the population can get out of hand. The second
goal is to destroy any independent press
and any popular organizations. Let me
stress that when liberals call for restoring the ''Central American mode'' and
imposing "regional standards," that's
what they are talking about; these are
the regional standards under U.S. rule.
A third, and more general, policy is to
ensure the rule of the legitimate forces,
the U.S. and local business and oligarchy.
The rest of Central America is
already in the "Central American
mode," so we don't have to restore it.
The idea is to just to keep the stranglehold there, put them on the back-burner
for a while, while we turn to Eastern
Europe and try to impel it toward the
Latin American model. Central America is be kept within the U.S. system,
available for cheap labor, resource extraction, and pollution export, until
such time as it becomes totally unviable
and unlivable. At that point we can
"defend freedom" somewhere else.
Let me return to the European diplomat quoted by the Guatemalan journalist: "As long as the Americans don't
change their attitude toward the region,
there is no space here for the truth or for
hope.'' That is absolutely correct, and
there is only one force that can bring
about that change. That force is you
and people like you. Every effort is going to be made to de-educate the general
population, reduce it to the moral level
of the educated elites and the cultural
and social managers. People who
choose not to succumb to those efforts
have a historic mission, and you should
not forget it.
•
Noam Chomsky is a professor of at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
and one of the founders of Resist.
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In this issue we highlight recent grants
to two organizations of refugees from
U.S. -sponsored wars in Central
America. For more information,
please contact the groups at the
addresses provided.
Committee of Refugees from El
Salvador, One Summer Street,

Somerville, MA 02143.
There are some 4-5,000 Salvadorean
refugees living in Somerville (a
historically white and working class
city in the Greater Boston area), and
the number grows by about 45% each
year. In 1988, refugees organized a
self-help committee to provide emotional support as well as much-needed
services such as orientation on how to
find health services, get a state ID
card, apply for a Salvano~ean passport, etc. One of the group's first
programs was the establishment of
weekend ESL and Spanish-literacy
classes. Since many of the refugees are
holding down two or three jobs during
the week, they can only attend classes
on Saturdays. The Committee of
Refugees from El Salvador (CORES)
now has about 100 language students,
mostly Salvadorean but including
other Latin Americans.
While providing services is important, CORES is also actively involved
in opposing the U .S.-sponsored civil
war in El Salvador. The group works
closely with solidarity organizations
throughout the Greater Boston area,
and initiated (with the Somerville
Organization for Sanctuary and the
Somerville Central America Peace

Project) the Somerville/Perquin Sister
City Project. CORES acts as a liaison
with a community development group
in El Salvador. CORES is a liaison in
other ways as well. Through participation in groups like the Somerville
Coalition for Racial and Ethnic
Justice, the refugees educate the
community about the political situation in El Salvador while developing
close friendships. At the same time,
the group reduces the dependency of
refugees on United Statians, and provides a haven for people just needing
a friendly voice from home while trying to adjust to a new land, separated
from family and friends.
CORES operates as a collective of
eight coordinators, each responsible
for an organizational committee, and
with one rotating "overall Coordinator.'' The group publishes a
bilingual information bulletin which
includes political updates, based on
a network of personal contacts in El
Salvador. Resist's grant went toward
a computer to help with publishing the
bulletin and a recently established
newsletter.
Central American Refugee Commit tee,
1050 South Van Ness, San
Francisco, CA 94110.

The Central American Refugee
Committee (CRECE) was founded in
1983 by Salvadorean refugees living
in the San Francisco Bay area.
CRECE is part of the CRECEN network of refugee committes located in
the five U.S. cities with the largest
Central American refugee populations
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Join the Resist Pledge Program

We'd like you to consider becoming a
Resist Pledge. Pledges account for over
25% of our income. By becoming a
pledge, you help guarantee Resist a
fixed ~nd dependa~le source of inco~e
on which we can bmld our grant makmg
program. In return, we will send you a
monthly pledge letter and reminder,
along with your newsletter. We will
keep you up-to-date on the groups we
have funded, and the other work being
done at Resist. So take the plunge and
become a Resist Pledge! We count on
you, and the groups we fund count on
us.

1

D Yes! I would like to become a Resist:
Pledge. I'd like to pledge$_ _~ _ / I

_ _ _ _ __ _ __ (monthly, bi-I
monthly, quarterly, 2x a year, yearly). I
Enclosed is my pledge contribution
of $_ _ _ _
I

•

l

•

I can't join the pledge program just I

1

now, but here's a contribution to sup- I
port your work. $_ _ _ _
:
Name _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ l
I

Address _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ I
City/State/Zip _ _ __ __ ___

(Los Angeles, Washington D.C., San
Francisco, New York and Houston).
CRECE provides emergency services
to Salvadorean, Guatemalan and
Nicaraguan refugees while organizing
to demand an end to U.S. intervention
in Central America. CRECE members
have been active in planning
demonstrations like the large ''Bay
Area Call to Action'' events in March
and June 1989, and many smaller
vigils at the Salvadorean consulate,
to protest human rights abuses in El
Salvador.
CRECE also raises material aid to
assist returning Salvadoreans and
those refugees in Honduras preparing
to return home. At the same time the
organization defends the right of all
Salvadorean and Guatemalan refugees
in the U.S. to remain here and work
to support themselves. Last fall
CRECE was part of a nationwide
speaking caravan (part of the No
Human Being is Illegal Campaign)
joining with refugees from four other
areas to participate in educational
events in over 100 cities.
The seventeen active members of
CRECE are all Salvadorean, with
about equal numbers of men and
women. The group has discussed a
number of difficult political issues
and has come to a position supporting
women's right to reproductive choice.
The members all participate in four
work teams. The "Relations and
Finance'' team produces the Englishlanguage monthly newsletter, Crece,
with two North American volunteers.
The newsletter helps raise funds and
build support for CRECE, providing
updated information about El
Salvador and developments affecting
refugees here. The Spanish-language
newsletter, Futuro Digna, is produced
by the ''Publicity'' team to support
and empower the Central American
refugee community. Some 300 copies
are distributed monthly at cafes,
libraries and bookstores in the San
Francisco Mission District, and to
refugees who come to CRECE's weekly
food distribution program.
Resist's grant went toward production and distribution of both
newsletters.

1
1

I

.
R es1st
I
_ ·- _ _ _ _ _ _ _ One Summer Street, Somerville, MA 02143 • (617) 623-5110 _______ I
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